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Fundamentals of planetary magnetospheres
VYTEN I S M. VASYL J UNAS

10.1 Introduction
The comparative study of the magnetospheres associated with various planets (and
with some other objects with.in the solar system) aims to develop a unified general
description of magnetospheric phenomenology and physics that is applicable to a
variety of different systems. In this way concepts and theories, often developed in
the first instance to fit specific phenomena in a particular magnetosphere, can be
tested for correctness and applicability in a more general context.
The subject matter of magnetospheric phys ics, in general terms, deals with the
configuration and dynamics of systems that result from the magnetic fi eld interaction between isolated objects and their environments. Such systems ex hibit a
variety of fascinati ng physical phenomena, both visible (e.g. auroral light emissions) and invisible (e.g. charged-particle radiation belts), some of which have
significant aspects of practical application (e.g. space weather effects at Earth,
radiation dosage problems for spacecraft near Jupiter or Saturn). They also present
a special challenge for physical understanding: as regions of transition between
an object and its environment, magnetospheres are by their very nature spatially
inhomogeneous systems, characterized by the inclusion of very different physical
regimes, large ranges of parameter values, and the overwhelmingly important role
of gradients.
The aim of this chapter is to present magnetospheric physics, at least in outline,
as a self-contained discipl ine - a branch of physics described in logical sequence, as
distinct from a study of individual objects (often presented in historical sequence).
The detailed observati.onal and theoretical study of the magnetospheres at individual planets (Chapter 13) rema ins, of course. the foundation stone of the general
discipline, along with the detailed examination and modeling of the most accessible
and best known of all magnetospheres, that of the Earth (see also Chapter l I).
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I0.2 Definitions and classifications
The term "magnetosphere" wac; imroduced by Gold ( 1959) as the name for "the
region above the ionosphere in which the magnetic field of the [Earth] has a
dom inant control over the motions of gas and fast charged particles". lt quickly
acquired a broader connotation as the region of space dominated. in a not always
precisely defined sense. by the magnetic field of the Earth (replacing the term
'·geomagnet ic cavity'" introduced earlier by Chapman and Ferraro) and was soon
being applied to analogous regions at other planets as well.
In the most general context, we consider a central ol~iect: a distinct well-delincd
body held together (in most cases) by its own gravity. It is immersed in a tenuous
external medillm. assumed to be s uffic iently ionized that it behaves as a plasma.
The magnetosphere is then the region of space around the central object within
which the object's magne tic field has a do minant influence on the dynamics of the
local medium. An alternat ive and in some ways more precise view is lo regard the
magnetosphere as the region enclosed by its bounding surface. Lhe magnetopause,
the latter being defined as the discontinui1y of the magnetic field. where its direction
changes: inside the magnctopause the controlling field is that of the central object.
while out<>idc it primarily the magnetic fie ld of the distant externa l medium. This
definition is panicularly useful for the mngnctospheres o f planets in the solar wind:
the continual variability of the interplanetary magnetic fie ld direction in contrast
with the re lat ive constancy of the planetary magnetic dipole allows in most cases
an eac;y observational identification or the magnetopause.
For a magnetosphere to exist, the central object mu~ t have a magnetic field of
..,uffic ient strength: if this magnetic field is di polar. as in most cases of interest. the
magnetic dipole moment must exceed a minimum value (discussed in Section 10.3.1
below). Even if the magneric field of the central object is too weak ro produce a
true magnetosphere. the interaction of the central object with the magnetic field of
the external medium may nevertheless create structures similar to those fou nd in
magnetospheres: in such cases the designation magnetospliere-like system is often
used.
Within the solar system, magnetospheres have been observed at the planets
Mercury. Earth. Jupiter. Saturn. Uranu<.;. Neptune (externa l medium, the solar
wind) and at Jupiter's moon Ganymede (external medium. the pla ma of Jupiter's
magnetosphere), magnetosphere-like syste ms at the planets Venus, Mars (external medium, the solar wind), at Jupiter's moon Io (external medium, the plasma
of Jupiter's magnetosphere), and ar Saturn's moon Titan (external medium,
the plasma of Saturn 's magnetosphere); all these systems are discussed in
Chapter 13. The interaction of a comet with the solar wind may abo be viewed as a
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magnetosphere-like system. On a much larger scale, che entire heliosphere may be
viewed as being produced by the interaction of the Sun (the central object) with
the local interstellar medium (the external medium) and described either as a magnetosphere or as a magnetosphere-like system, depending on what one chooses to
emphasize; see Section I 0.6 for further discussion. Fi nally, the concepts of magnetospheric physics have also been applied, albeit speculatively in most cases, to
astrophysical objects such as pulsars (e.g. Michel, 1982), X-ray sources in binary
systems (e.g. Vasyliiinas, 1979) and even to systems as large as radio galaxies (e.g.
Miley, 1980).
In this chapter, as noted already. magnetospheric physics will be discussed as a
general discipline. abstracted from the consideration of individual cases. Since the
development of the discipline to date has been based to a large extent on studies
of planetary magnetospheres, it is convenient to use the terminology "planet" and
"solar wind" in place of the more general but somewhat colorless "central object"
and "external medium". The presentation proceeds in three steps of increasing
complex ity. In Section I0.3 the interaction of the solar wind with just the dipolar
magnetic fie ld of the planet is discussed. In Section I 0.4 the flow of plasma within
the magnetosphere is added, which immediately brings in the coupling between
the magnetosphere and the ionosphere. In Section I0.5 the plasma sources and the
processes of plasma transport are considered. Finally, in Section 10.6 dimensional
analysis is applied to determine the scaling relations of magnetospheric properties,
by the use of which the various individual objects can be compared or contrasted.

10.3 Interaction of solar wind with a planetary magnetic field
10.3. l A closed magnetosphere
T he basic configuration of a prototypicaJ planetary magnetosphere is shown in
Fig. I 0.1. Many of its characteristic structures can be understood on the basis of
a simple model that takes into account only the two ingredients indispensable for
the formation of a magnetosphere: the solar wind, with mass density Psw and bulk
velocity Vsw· and the planetary magnetic field, with dipole moment µ. = B11 Rp 3
where Br is the surface magnetic fie ld strength at the equator and Rp is the radius
of the planet. As a consequence of the constraints imposed by the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) approximation (discussed under various aspects in Chapters 3-7
and briefly in Section I 0.4 below), the boundary surface between the solar wind
and the planetary magnetic field - the magnetopause - is nearly impermeable both
to plasma and to magnetic field, resulting in a clear separation between two distinct
regions of space: the magnetosphere itself, within which the magnetic field lines
from the planet are confined and from which the solar wind plasma is excluded, and
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Fig. I0.1. Schematic view of a magnetically closed magnetosphere, cut in the
noon-midnight me1idian plane. Open arrows, solar wind bulk flow: solid lines
within magnetosphere. magnetic field lines (directions appropriate for Earth).

the exterior region beyond the magnetopause, to which the plasma that comes from
the solar wind i s confined. This si mple closed magnetosphere is only a first-order
approximation (in reality the magnetopause is not completely imperm eable but
allows, under certain conditions, some penetration of p.J asma and of magnetic field
to produce the open magnetosphere described in Section I 0.3.3); it does, however,
describe fairly accurately the size and shape of the main strnctures.
The solar wind flow, initially directed away from the Sun, is diverted around the
magnetosphere, as indicated in Fig. 10.1. Since the initial flow speed is s upe rsonic
and super-Alfvenic (faster than both the speed of sound and the Alfven speed vA),
the solar wi nd is first slowed down, deflected, and heated at a detached bow shock
situated upstream of the magnetopause (the bow shock is analogous to the sonic
boom in supersonic aerodynamic Aow past an obstacle). The region between the
bow shock and che magnetopause, within which the plasma from the solar wind
is flowing around the magnetosphere, gradually s peeding up and cooling, is called
the magnetosheath, a term introduced by Dessler and Fejer ( 1963) replacing the
term transition region used in the o lder literature.
The location of the magnetopause is determined primarily by the requirement
of pressure balance: the total pressure (plasma plus magnetic) must have the same
value o n each side of the discontinuity. In the simple closed magnetosphere conside red here, the plasma pressure inside the m agnetopause and the magnetic pressure
outside are both neglected. T he exterior pressure then scales as the linear momentum flux density in the undisturbed solar wind, PswVsw 2 (often called the dynamic
pressure of the solar wind), and is a maximum in the sub-solar region, where the
plasma near the magnetopause is almost stagnant. The interior pressure scales as
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the magnetic pressure of the dipole field, (l / 8rr )(/£/ r ? withµ. Lhe magnetic dipole
moment of the planet and thus varies strongly with distance from the planet. Equating the two gives an c:-.1imatc for the distance RMr of the su b-~ol ar m agnetopause:
RMI'

= (~ µ,) l / J (8JTP~wUsw 2 )

116

( I 0. 1)

where~ is a numerical f<1ctor that corrects for the added fi eld from m agnetopausc
curren ts(~ ~ 2 to first approx imation).

The distance given in Eq. (10.J) (with various choices of~) is often called the
Chapman-Ferraro di~tance. In th is chapter. we w i ll consistently use the symbol

Ro- for the di stance defined by Eq. ( l 0. 1)

with~

= 2, i.e. for the nom inal distance

of the sub-solar magnetopause predicted by pressure balance: we w i ll reser ve the
symbol RMP for the ar·11wl distance of the sub-solar m agnetopause in any particular
context T hus. RMP :::: Rcr in the present case of a simple closed m agneto~phere
but this is not necessari Iy so in the case of m ore general models.
T he pressure balance conuitio n, combined with assumptions about the sources
of the magnetic field within the magnetosphere, may be used to calculate not onl y
the di stance to the sub-solar point but al so the complete :-.hape of the magnetopause
surface: for a discussion or -;uch models at Earth, see Chapter 11 and also reviewl>
by e.g. Siscoe ( 1988). Typically the magnetopau<>e i s roughly spherical on the
dayside of the planet, facing into the solar wind tlow (the effective center of the
sphere being located behind the planet, very roughly at a distance 0 .5 RMp), and is
elongated in the anti-sunward direction.
The magnetopausc dista nce R MP may be regarded as the characteri sti c scale
for the size of a magnetosphere. Being equal to Rcr in the case o f negl igible
plasma pressure and no magnetic field sou rces other than the planetary dipole
inside the magnetosphere,

RMP

can be readily calcul ated from Eq. (10.1) given

only a few basi c parameters of the system. In the case where the plasma pressure
or a non-dipol ar field in the outer regi ons of the magneto:-.phere is not negligible,
the qual i tative effects on

RMP

can still be estimated from the pressure balance,

as ill ustrated in Fig. 10.2: (a) the actual distance RMP i s larger than the nominal

=

=

distance Rcr: (the value ~
2 instead of ~
I is in ract a consequence of the
non-dipolar field from the magnetopause currents); (b) a change in the sol ar wind
dynamic pressu re produces a larger change in the magnclopause distance - the
magnetosphere is less "stiff" if the plasma pressure in the interi or is significan t.

10.3.2 Stress co11sideratio11s
From a more general physi cal viewpoint determining the magnetopause from the
pressure balance is an instance of a recurrent theme in magnetospheric physics:
the shaping of the magnetic field configuration by 1hc mechanical stresses of rhe
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Fig. I0.2. Variation in the toral pressure (magneric plus plasma) with distance from
the planet and its relat ion to the radial distance of the sub-solar magnetopause.
The relationship for R MP in Eq. (10. 1) may be compared with the schematic
representation of a more realistic plasma-filled, non-dipolar planetary magnetic
field.
plasma. The dipole magnetic field as such exe11s no stresses outside the planet,
its magnetic pressure being exactly balanced by its magnetic tension ; the pressure
balance at the magnetopause arises solely because the planetary dipole magnetic
field, which by itself would extend to infinity, has been pushed back by the solar
wind and confined to a finite space. Since the magnetosphere presents an obstacle
to the solar wind flow, it is subject to forces as the flow is deflected. Locally, at any
point of the magnetopause, the pressure exerted by the exterior plasma is balanced
by the pressure of the interior magnetic fi eld. Globally, these questions arise: what
is the total force on the magnetos phere from the exterior medium, and on what is
it really exerted?
A powerful tool for investigating such questions is the well-known momentum
equation of the plasma, expressed in the standard conservation form (the pa1tial
time derivative of the density of a conserved quantity plus the divergence of the
flux density of Lhat quantity):
()pv

- + V · (pvv + P ar

T) = 0

( 10.2)

where p, v, and P are, respectively, the mass density, bulk flow velocity, and
pressure tensor of the medium; T is the Maxwell stress tensor Tm plus the stress
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tensors representing any other forces, if significant:

BB

I B2

JT

Jr

( 10.3)

T m=-4 --8

(I is the unit dyad, liJ = oiJ; the units are Gaussian). The divergence of T 111 is equal
to the Lorentz force per unit volu me:
\1 · T 01

B

= (\7 x B) x -

4JT

=

l
c

-J x B.

( 10.4)

T he total force F acting on any given volume is given by the vo lume integral
of the divergence terms in Eq . ( J0.2) and therefore can be written as the sud'ace
integral over the boundary of the volume:

F=

f(

BB

2

IB

)

,

- - p vv - P · dS.
4.rr
8tr

(10.5)

By Newton's second Jaw, this force must equal the net acceleration of the total
mass enclosed within the volume, i.e. the integral of the time-derivative terms in
Eq. ( l 0.2); quantitatively, for a planetary magnetosphere (Vasyliunas, 2007),
2

d R- g)
F :::: M ( dr2

(10.6)

where g is the gravitational acceleration due to the Sun, M is the total mass and R is
the center of mass of the entire enclosed system, magnetosphere p lus planet. Siscoe
( 1966) first recognized (in a terrestrial context) that, because the mass contained
in the magnetosphere is smaller by many orders of magnitude than the mass of
the planet. the entire force from the solar wind interaction must be exerted on the
massive planet, with a negligible net force on the magnetosphere itself (for fu rther
discussion of the forces on the magnetosphere and the planet, see Siscoe (2006)
and Vasylilinas (2007) and references therein).
While the pressure from the external medium thus accounts fo r the fo rmation
and shape of the magnetosphere on the dayside of the planet it cannot by itself
explain the formation of the magnetotail on the nightside. This structure, shown
also in Fig. I 0.1 , is a region of magnetic fie ld lines pulled out into an elongated tail
in the anti-sunward d irection, with the magnetic field reversing direction between
the two sides of a current sheet or plasma sheet in the equatorial region. To
form this structure one needs an appropriate stress: a tension force pulling away
from the planet. If we choose a closed volume bounded by a surface just outside
the magnetopause plus a cross section of the magnetotail (a vertical cu t at, say, the
right-hand edge of Fig. I0 .1) and evaluate the force by applying Eq. ( I 0.5), the
total tension force FMT is given by the integral over the cross section and the totRl

1O.J lmemcrio11 of Mfar ll'md 1rir/i a planetary magneric .field

pressure force

F.\U>

by the integral over the
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m agnetopau~e:

BT2
F~-rr ~ - AT.
8rr

(J0.7)

where BT is lhe mean magnetic fi eld strength and AT the cross-sectional area of
the magnctotail (typically. AT exceeds rr R1'1P 2 by a factor 3-4). Both FMP and F.\1T
are directed away from che Sun and. as pointed out by Siscoc ( 1966). are exerted
ultimately on the planel.
There are several possible physical mechanisms that could produce this tension force. and which of them b the most imporcant may well differ between
magnetospheres. The most straightforward mechanism (and, at least at Earth. the
most widely ao;;sumed) is that for an open magnetosphere (dii;cussed below in
Section I 0.3.3): magnetic fie ld lines connect directly from the mag netotail into the
solar wind How and are dragged a long with it. Alternatively, and less specifically,
the solar wind flowing along the magnetopause is assumed to exert a tangential
drag on the plasma adjacent 10 lhc interior of the magnetopause. Other mechanil.ml., a~ discussed in Section 10.5. rely on internal ~ources of magnetospheric
plasma: a plasma pressure within the magnetosphere sufficiently strong to inflate
the magnetic fi eld lin~. or a pronounced outflow from interior sources that pulls
out the magnetic field, somewhat analogously to the action of the solar wind on
the interplanetar y magnetic field. In both cases the day-night asymmetry of the
pressure outside the magnetosphere tends to confine the extended fields to the
nighc-side of the planet.

10.3.3 The open magnetosphere
At the locations of the planets. the interplanetary magnetic field il> weak in the sense
that its energy density is very small in comparison to the kinetic energy density
of the solar wind bulk flow: uA 2
u,w 2. The flow of solar wind plasma past the
magnerospheric obstacle deforms the magnetic field lines within the magnetosheath
and drapes them around the magnetopause, a process well modeled at Earth (e.g.
Spreiter et al., 1968: see Section 11.4). The magnetic fie ld is amplified and may
become dynamically no longer negligible as the magnetopause is a pproached. but
the total pressure is in genera l nor greatly modified. an increase in magnetic pressure
often being offset by a decrease in plasma pressure. O ne might therefore anticipate
that the effect of the interplanecary magnetic field on planetary magnetospheres
<>hould be minimal.
What is overlooked in the above discussion is the possibility that, through Lhe
process of magnetic reconnection (the physics of which is discussed in detail in
Chapter 5), the magnetic field lines from the planet may becomt: connected with

«
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Fig. I0.3. Schemalic representation of a magnetically open magnetosphere. The
upper panel shows a cut in the noon- midnight meridian plane; the bold lines
are magnetic field lines within the separatrix surfaces separating open lines from
closed lines or open lines from interplanetary field lines; the other conventions
are the same as in Fig. I 0.1. The lower panel shows a cul in Lhe equatorial plan;
the perimeter Line of x symbols represents the i.otersection with the two branches
of the separatrix (compare with Fig. 4.3 for the hypothetical case with zero wind
speed); the solid lines are streamlines of magnetospheric plasma flow, and Cx
represents the projection of the dayside magnetic reconnection region along the
slreamlines into the solar wind (see Section I0.4.3).

those of the interplanetary magnetic field, to produce a magnetically open magnetosphere, shown Fig. 10.3 for the simplest case in wh.ich the interplanetary
magnetic field is parallel to the planetary dipole moment. The magnetopause is
now no longer impermeable to the magnetic field and, as a consequence, it need
no longer be impermeable to plasma either.
The modifications of the magnetospheric system implied by an open character
of the magnetosphere are in some ways minor and in other ways very far-reaching.
The location and shape of the dayside magnetopause is for the most part not
greatly modified (in agreement with our expectations above). The component 8,,
of the magnetic field normal to the rnagnetopause is in general small compared
with the magnitude of the fie ld, IB,, I « B (so much so that it is often difficult to
establish by direct observation that 811 -:f. 0, and much of the evidence for an open
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magnetosphere has been indirect). However, the total amount of open magnetic flux

<PM of one polarity can (at least at Earth) become comparable with the maximum
amount that could reasonably be expected to be open, estimated as "'"' µ/ RMr. the
dipole flux beyond the distance of the sub-solar magnetopause; despite the fact that
IB11 I B, this is possible if the effective length of the magnetotail £T RM P·
As noted in Section 10.3.2, that the magnetosphere is open provides immediately
an explanation of the tension force needed to maintain the magnetotail, as well as
a mechanism for magnetospheric convection (discussed below in Section L0.4.3).
Finally, the efficiency of the reconnection process depends greatly o n the relative
orientation of the magnetic fields on the two sides of the magnetopause, one result
of which is that the open character of the magnetosphere is most pronounced
when the interplanetary magnetic field is parallel to the planetary dipole moment
(i.e. antiparallel to the dipole magnetic field in the equatorial plane), Bsw · P, > O.
Since the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field is highly variable on all
time scaJes, this can lead to pronounced time-varying changes of magnetospheric
configuration as well as energy input and dissipation; such processes have been
extensively observed and modeled at Earth.
From the point of view of comparing magneLospheres (see Chapter 13) an open
magnetosphere embodies primarily the effects of the solar wind acting on the
planetary magnetic field, and one major question is the relative importance of these
effects in comparison with the effects of internal processes arising from rotation
and interior sources of plasma (Sections 10.4 and 10.5.J ).

«

»

10.4 Plasma flow and magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction
10.4.J Fundamental principles
A well-known consequence of the MHD approximation is a constrainfog relation between the plasma bul k tlow and the magnetic field: plasma elements that
are initially on a common field line remain on a common field line as they are
carried by the bulk flow. Since magnetic field lines in the magnetosphere of a
planet connect to the ionosphere of the planet, any discussion of plasma flow in
the magnetosphere immediately involves questions of magnetosphere- ionosphere
interaction. The field lines extend in fact into the interior of the planet, which in
many cases is highly conducting electrically; hence it might seem that magnetospheric flow is constrained by the planet itself. This does not happen, however,
because, as pointed out by Gold (1959) in the same paper in which he introduced
the term "magnetosphere", most planets possess a11 electrically neutral (and effectively non-conducting) atmosphere sandwiched between the ionosphere and the
planetary interior. Although very th in in comparison with the radius of the planet,
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this layer suffices to break the MHD constraints and thus allow lhe plasma in the
ionosphere and the magnetosphere to move without being necessari ly attached to
the planet; without such an insulating layer, much magnetospheric dynamics as we
know it would not be possible.
While the plasma in the ionosphere can thus move relative to the planet, it
remains constrained to move more or less together with the plasma in the magnetos phere. The conventional formulation, however, describes the plasma flow rather
differently in the two regions. On the one hand the magnetosphere is treated, to a
first approximation at least, as an MHD medium, with the electric field E related to
the plasma bulk fiow v by the MHD approximation and with the electric current J
related to the plasma pressure by stress balance. On the other hand the ionosphere
is lreated as a moving conductor (the conductivity results primarily from collisions
between the ions and the neutral particles, planetary ionospheres being for the most
part weakly ionized), with J related by a conductivity tensor to E + v0 x B/ c,
where v0 is the bulk velocity of the neutral medium. The magnetosphere and the
ionosphere are coupled by current continuity,
\1 . .J = 0,

(10.8)

which implies a connection between the currents in the two regions, and by
Faraday's law

aB

-

ot

= -c\1 x E.

(10.9)

which implies, in chis context, the continuity of the tangential electric field.
The resulting scheme of calculation is illustrated in Fig. .I 0.4 in the form in which
it was first proposed by Vasyliunas (1970) and Wolf (1970), generalizing earlier
work by Fejer (1964). Since then it has been elaborated considerably in detail,
but neither the logic nor the equations have changed appreciably (for a review
see e.g. Wolf (1983) and references therein). What has changed to some extent
in recent years is the physical understanding of the equations: stress and flow are
emphasized for the ionosphere as well as for the magnetosphere, and the limitation
of the theory to quasi-steady equilibrium situations is better appreciated. Motivated
in part by discussions on the relative role of B and v versus J and E in plasmas
(Parker, 1996, 2000, 2007; Vasyliunas, 2001, 2005a,b; and references therein), this
new understanding is particularly relevant when discussing the magnetospheres of
the giant planets (see Chapter 13): within these, rotational stresses are of obvious
importance, and the long wave-travel times imply correspondingly long time scales
for establishing equilibrium. Accordingly, before describing corolation and other
plasma flows of the various magnetospheres, we will summarize the new aspects
in the understanding of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling; a more conventional
treatment of the theory, as applied at Earth. is given in Chapter 11.

10.4 Plasma flow and 111agnetosphere- io11osphere interacrio11
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Fig. I0.4. Schematic diagram of magnerosphere-ionosphere coupling calculations
(after Vasylilinas, 1970).

The piincipal insights arc the fo llowing.
(1) As long as uA 2 / c 2
I (i.e. the inertia of the plasma is dominated by che
rest mass of the plasma particles. not by the relarjvistic energy-equivalent mass
of the magnetic field), v produces E but E does not produce v (Buncman, 1992;
Yasyliiinas, 2001 ). The primary quantity physically is thus the plasma bulk fl ow,
established by appropriate stresses. T he e lectric field is the result of the flow, not the
cause; its widesp read use in calculations is piimari ly for mathematical convenience
(one example is mentioned below in the discussion of Eq. (10.14)).
(2) The electric currenl in the ionosphere is not an Ohmic current in the physical
sense, and ils conventional expression by lhe " ionospheric Ohm 's law"

«

where

E•

I

= E + -v
c

0

x 8

(IO. JO)

has a merely mathematical significance. Here ap and aH are the Pedersen and the
Hall conductivities (e.g. Matsushita, 1967), E* is the e lectric fie ld in the frame of
reference of lhe neutral acmosphere, and B is a unit vector.
Physically, the current is determined by the requiremenr that the Lorentz force
should balance the collisional drag between the plasma and the neutral atmosphere when their bulk flow velocities differ (Song et al., 2001; Vasyliiinas and
Song, 2005). The governi ng equations (giving horizontal components only) are the
momentum equation of the ionospheric plasma
apv

I

--:;+ · · · = -c J
at

X

B-

IJinP(V -

V0 )

(10.11)
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(v;0 is the ion-neutral-paniclc collision frequency). in which the time derivative
term and the inettial and pressure terms (ind icated by the ellipses) on the left- hand
side are neglected. and the generalized Ohm's law in the fo rm

I
.J x B
0 = E + - v x B - - - + ....
c:
rzeec

( 10.1 2)

Eliminating v between Eqs. (I 0. 11 ) and ( I 0.12) then yiel d~ Eq. ( I 0.10). The current
in the ionosphere is thus governed by stress balance in the same way as the current
in che magnetosphere, the latLer being determined by the momentum equation for
the magnetospheric plasma (cf. Eq. ( I0 .2)),

()p v
dt

-.- = - \J · (p vv + P) +

I

-J
c

( 10.13)

x 8,

with the time derivative term on the left-hand side neglected.
(3) Underlying this neglect of the time derivative ( i.e. acceleration) terms in
the momentum equations is the implicit ass umption that any imbalance between
the mechanical and the magnetic stresses (which, funda mentally, is what determines the acceleration of the plao;ma) produces a bulk flow thac acts to reduce the
imbalance. w hich then becomes negligible over a characteristic time scale that is
easily shown to be of the order of the Alfven wave travel ti me across a typical
spatial scale, e.g. along a fi eld Ii ne. The theory is thus applicable only to systems
that are stable and evolve s lowly, on ti me scales T
£/vA.
(4) For phenomena lhat are large-scale in the sense that thei r time and lenglh
scales are long in comparison with those of plasma osci llations (r
I /Wp and
[,»Ac = c/wp where wr is the electron plasma frequency and >.. .. is the electron
inertial length, also known as thecollisionless skin depth). J adjusts itself to become
equal to (c/ 4rr)\1 x B. not the other way around (Va yl iunas. 2005a, b). Although
B is in principle determined from a given J by Maxwell's equations (on a time scale
of the light travel time,...., £ /c) , in a large-scale plasma any J =/; (c/4rr )\/ x B is
immediately (on a ti me scale ,...., I /wp) changed by the ac1ion of the displacemen tcurrent e lectric fi eld on the free electrons in the plasma. The current conlinuily
condition \J · .J = 0 is lhus satisfied automatically: there is no separate requirement
of current closure - what is often discussed under lhat rubric is in reality the
coupling of the Maxwell stresses along different portions of a field line.

»

»

10.4.2 Corotatum
Corotation with the planet is the simplest pattern of plasma flow in a planetary
magnetosphere and one that plays a major role particularly in the magnetosphcres
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of the giant planets (see Chapter 13). Understanding the conditions that are needed
for corotation to exist as well as those that result in significant departures from
corotat ion is an essential aspect of magnetospheric stu die~.
Jf the planet possesses an insulating atmosphere, the rotation of the planet
itself has no direct effect on plasma Row in the magnetosphere, as discussed in
Sec.:t ion I 0.4. 1. What does affect plasma flow is the motion o f the neutral upper
atmosphere (the thermosphere) at altitudes of the ionosphere where the neutral
and the ionized components coexist and interact. ··corotation with the planet"' is
therefore not quite an accurate description. What really i!. meant ir. co-motion with
the upper atmosphere. which in tum is then assumed ro corotate with the planet,
for reasons unrelated to the magnetic field, i.e. the vertical transport of horizontal
linear momentum from the planer to the neutral atmosphere (e.g. by collisional
or eddy viscosity or similar processes) together with an assumed small relative
amplitude of the neutral winds.
Any difference between the bulk flow of the neutral medium and the ionized
component of the plasma in the ionosphere results in a collisional drag that must
be balanced by the Lorentz force: withou t it, the drag force would soon bring the
plasma to fl ow wirh lhe much more massive neutral medium. The Lorentz force in
the iono!>phcre is coupled to a corresponding Lorentz force in the magnetosphere,
which in turn must be balanced locally by an appropriate mechanical stress. The net
result is that departure fro m corotation requires a mechanical stress in the magnetosphere to balance the plas ma- neutral-particle drag in the ionosphere; conversely,
the plasma will corotate if the stress in question is negligibly small. (Jt is fairly
obvious that the direction of the stress must be more or less azimuthal. opposed
to the direction of rotation. ) Quantitatively. the requirements for the corotat ion of
magnetospheric plasma may be cxpre~sed by four conditions.
( I ) Planet-atmosphere coupling T his is simply the a!>sumplion, discussed
above, that the upper atmosphere effectively corotates with the planet.
(2) Plasma-neutral-particle coupling in the ionosphere The collisional drag
of the neutral medium on the plasma must be sufficiently strong to ensure that
v ~ v11 • The quantitative condition is derived in principle from Eq . (10.11), with
the left-hand side set to zero, but with one complication: what is relevant for the
interaction with the magnetosphere is not the local currenl density J but the current per unit length integrated over the extent of the ionosphere at altitude z:, i.e.
the height-integrated current I = J d ~ . A direct integration of Eq. ( 10.11) over
height, however, is nor simple because v varies strongly with ~ even when v0
is independent of z, as usually assumed. T he horizontal electric field. however.
is eso;;enti ally constant over the entire (relatively thin) height range of the ionosphere, from continuity of tangential components implied by Faraday's law. It is
thus convenient first to express J by Eq. (10. IO) and then integrate over height

J
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to obtain
(10.14)

where vo is the plasma flow at Lhe topside of die ionosphere and is related Lo the
electric field by

E * = - -l (vo - v 11 ) x B
{.'

or equivalently

1
c

E = -- vo x B . (10.15)

Jn Eq. (10.14) Er= J <Ypdz and EH = J o-HdZ are the Pedersen and the Hall
conductances (height-integrated conductivities), Er being the more important for
magnetosphere- ionosphere interactions (Hall currents close just within the ionosphere, to a fi rst approximation).
To ensure that v0 ~ v11 , the ionospheric conductance Er must be sufficiently
large in relation to the heig ht-integrated cu1Tent I, wbich scales as the current per
unit length in the magnetosphere and hence ultimately as the mechanical stresses
in the magnetosphere. For a more precise criterion, one must consider a specific
process; some examples are discussed in Section 10.4.4.
(3) Magnetohydr odyn a mic coupling from ionos phere to magnetosphere
along magnetic field lines Conditions ( l) and (2) merely ensure that the plasma
corotates at the topside of the ionosphere, at the foot of a magnetic flux tube with in
the magnetosphere. For corotation ro extend into the magnetosphere itself, the
MHD constraining relation between the fl ow and the magnetic fi eld must hold. I n
the steady state, one may simply invokeEq. ( 10. J 2) (the third term on the right-hand
side may often be neglected) and calculate the electric field by treating the field
lines as equ ipotentials. The description of the physical process, however, by which
the initial corotation of the ionosphere is communicated to the magnetosphere is
considerably more complex. The MHD approximation ( 10. J 2), the plasma momentum equation (I 0.13 ), and Faraday's law (I 0.9) combine to show that the initial
transverse flow will launch an Alfven wave propagacing along the field line to set
the entire tlux tube into motion.
(4) A st ress balan ce maintainin g centripetal acceleration in th e ma gnetospher e If conditions ( I )-(3) are satisfied, the plasma will be corotating at least as
far as Lhe components of v perpend icular to B are concerned, but the flow parallel
to B remains unconstrained. For the entire flow to be corotational, one further condition must be satisfied : there must exist a radial stress to balance the centripetal
acceJeration of the corotating plasma. In most cases, this stress is produced by the
corotation itself, as the magnetic field lines are pulled out until their tension force
becomes sufficiently strong to balance the centripetal acceleration.
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of the giant planet<; (see Chapter 13). Understanding the condition that are needed
for corotation to exist as well as 1hose that result in significant departures from
corotation i an essential aspect of rnagnetospheric studies.
Ir the planet possesses an insulating atmosphere. the rotation of the planet
itself has no direct effect on plasma Aow in the magnetosphere, as discussed in
Section I 0.4.1. What does affect plasma flow is the motion of the neutral upper
atmoi>phcre (the thennosphere) al altitudes of the ionosphere where the neutral
and the ionized components coexist and interact. ''Corotation with the planet"' is
therefore not quite an accurate description. What really is meant il> co-motion with
the upper atmosphere. which in tum is then assumed to corotate with the planet,
for reasons unrelated to the magnetic fie ld, i.e. the vert ical transpo11 of horizontal
linear momentum from the planet to the netmal atmosphere (e.g. by collisional
or eddy viscosi ty or similar processes) together with an assumed small relative
amplitude of the neutral winds.
Any difference between the bulk flow of the neutral medium and Lhe ionized
component of the plasma in the ionosphere results in a collisional drag that must
be balanced by the Lorentz force; without it. the drag force would soon bring the
pla!.ma to now with the much more massive neutral medium. T he Lorentz force in
the ionosphere is coupled to a corresponding Lorentz force in the magnetosphere,
which in turn must be balanced locally by an appropriate mechanical stress. The net
result is that dep3.Iture from corotation requires a mechanical stress in the magnetosphere to balance the plasma-neutral-particle drag in the ionosphere; conversely.
the pla!' ma will corotate if the stress in question is negligibly small. (It is fai rly
obvious that the direction of the stress must be more or l e~s azi muthal , opposed
to the direction of rotation.) Quantitatively. the requirements for the corotation of
magnetospheric plasma may be expressed by four conditions.
( I ) P lanet-atmosphere coupling T his is simply the assumption, discussed
above. that the upper atmosphere effectively corotares wirh the planet.
(2) Plasma-neutral-particle coupling in the ionosphere T he collisional drag
of the neutral medium o n the pla~ma must be sufficiently strong to ensure that
v ~ v11 • The q uantitative condition is derived in principle from Eq . ( 10. 1J ), with
the left-hand side set to zero . bu t with one complication: what is relevant for the
interact ion with the magnetosphere i ~ not the local current density J but the curre nt per unit length integrated over the extent of the ionosphere at altitude z, i.e.
the height-integrated current I = J d:. A direct integration of Eq. ( l0.11) over
height. however, is not simple because v va1ies strong ly with z even when Vn
i'i independent of z, as usually assumed. The horizontal electric field, however,
is essentially constant over the entire (relatively thin) height range of the ionosphere, from continuity of tangential components implied by Faraday's Jaw. It is
thus convenient first to express J by Eq. ( I 0. 10) and then integrate over height

f
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to obtain

l.t = ~ [I:rll x (Vo -

Vn) - 1:11 (Vo -

Vnh ]

( 10.14)

where v0 is the plasma flow at the topsjde of the ionosphere and is related to the
e lectric field by

E* = - -I (vo - v0 )

c

X

B

or equivalently

I

E=--vox B. ( J0. 15)
c

J

In Eq. (I 0.14) I;p = apdz and I:H = J aHdZ are the Pedersen and the Ha ll
conductances (height-integrated conductivities), I:p being the more important for
magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions (Hall currents close j ust within the ionosphere, to a first approximation).
To ensure that vo : : : : v11 , the ionospheric conductance l:p must be sufficiently
large in relation to the height-integrated current I, which scales as the current per
unit length in the magnetosphere and hence ultimately as the mechanical stresses
in the magnetosphere. For a more precise criterion, one must consider a specific
process; some examples are discussed in Section I 0.4.4.

(3) Magnetohydrodynamic coupling fr om ionosphere to magnetosphere
along magnetic field lines Conditions ( I) and (2) merely ensure that the plasma
corotates at the topside of the ionosphere, at the foot of a magnetic flux tube within
the magnetosphere. For corotation to extend into the magnetosphere itself, the
MHD constraining relation between the flow and the magnetic fie ld must hold. In
the steady state. one may simply invoke Eq. (10.12) (the third tenn on the right-hand
side may often be neglected) and calculate the electric fie ld by treating the fi eld
lines as equipotentials. The description of the physical process, however, by which
the initial corotation of the ionosphere is communicated to the magnetosphere is
considerably more complex. T he MHD approx imation ( l 0. 12), the plasma momentum equation (10.13), and Faraday's law (10.9) combine to show that the initial
transverse How wi ll launch an A lfven wave propagating along the field line to set
the entfre flux tube into motion.
(4) A stress balance maintaining centripetal acceleration in the magnetosphere lf conditions (1 )-{3) are satisfied, the plasma will be corotating at least as
far as the components of v perpendicular to B are concerned, but the flow parallel
to B remains unconstrained. For the entire flow to be corotatfonal, one further condition must be satisfied: there must exist a radial stress to balance the centripetal
acceleration of the corotating plasma. In most cases, this stress is produced by the
corotation itself, as the magnetic field li nes are pulled out until their tension force
becomes sufficie ntly strong to balance the centripetal acceleration.
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o f the giant planets ('>ee Chapter 13). Understanding the conditions that are needed
for corotation to exist as well as those that resuJt in significant departures from
corotation is an essential aspect of magnetospheric studies.
lf the planet possesses an insulating atmosphere, the rotation of the planet
itself has no direct effect on plasma flow in the magnetosphere, as discussed in
Section J 0.4. J. What does affect plasma ft ow is the motion of the neutral upper
atmosphere (the thermosphere) at altitudes of the ionos phere where the neutral
and the ionized components coexist and interact. "Corotation with the planet'" is
therefore not q uite an accurate description. What really is meant is co-motion with
the upper atmosphere. which in turn i'i then assumed to corotate with the planet,
for reasons unrelated to the magnetic field, i.e. the vertical transport of horizontal
linear momentum from the planet to the neutral atmosphere (e.g. by collisional
or eddy viscosity or simil ar processes) together with an assumed small relative
amplitude of the neutral winds.
Any difference between lhc bu lk now of the neutral medium and the ionized
componenr of the plasma in the ionosphere results in a collisional drag that must
be balanced by the Lorentz force; without it. the drag force would ~oon bring the
plasma to flow with the much more mal>sive neutral medium. The Lorentz force in
the ionosphere is coup led to a correspond ing Lorentz force in the magnetosphere,
which in turn must be balanced locally by an appropriate mechanical stress. T he net
result is that departure from corotat ion requires a mechanical stress in the magnetosphere to balance the plasma- neutral-particle drag in the ionos phere; conversely.
1he plasma will corotate if the stress in question is negligibl y small. (It is fairly
obv ious that the direction of the stress must be more or less azimmhal, opposed
to the direction of rotation.) Quantitati vely. the requirem e nt~ for the corotation of
mag n cco~ pheri c plasma may be expressed by four conditions.
( 1) Planet-atmosphere coupling This is simply the assumption, discussed
above, that the upper atmosphere effectively corotates with the p lanet.
(2) Plasma-neutral-particle coupling in the ionosphere The collisional drag
of the ne utral medium on the pl asma must be suffi ciently strong to ensure that
v ~ vn. The quantitative condition is derived in pri nciple from Eq. ( I 0. I I ), with
the left'-hand side set to zero. but with one complication: what is relevant for the
imeraction with the magnetosphere is not the local current density .J but the current per unit length integrated over the extent of the ionosphere at altitude z. i.e.
the height-integrated current I = JJ d::. A direct integration of Eq. ( I O.ll) over
height, however, is not simple because v varies strongly with z even when v0
i independent of ::. as usually a<.,sumcd. The horizontal e lectric field. however,
is essential ly constant over the entire (relatively thin) height range of rhe ionosphere, rrorn continuity of tangential components implied by Faraday"s law. It is
thus convenient first to express J by Eq. (10.10) and then integrate over height
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to obtain
( 10. 14)
where v0 is the plasma fl ow at the topside of lhe ionosphere and is related to the
e lectric fi eld by
,..

I

E = - - (vo - vn) x B

or equivalently

l'

J

f

I

E = - - Vo x B. ( J0. 15)
c

In Eq. (10. 14) L:p = ardz and :EH= a 11 d z are the Pedersen and the Hall
conductances (height-integrated conductivities), :Er being the more important for
magnetosphere- ionosphere interactions (Hall currents close j ust within the ionosphere. to a fi rst approximation).
To ensure that v0 ~ v 11' the ionospheric conduclance ~P must be suffi ciently
large in relation to the height-integrated c urrent I, which scales as the c urrent per
unit length in the magnetosphere and hence ultimately as the mechanical stresses
in the magnetosphere. For a more precise criterion, one must consider a specific
process; some examples are discussed in Section l 0.4.4.
(3) Magnetohydrodynamic coupling from ionos phere to magnetosphere
along magnetic field lines Conditions (1) and (2) merely ensure that the plasma
corotates at the topside of the ionosphere, at the foot of a magnetic flu x lube within
the magnetosphere. For corotatio n to extend into the magnetosphere iLself, the
MHD constraini ng relation between the flow and the magnetic fiel d must hold. Jn
the steady state, one may simply invoke Eq. ( I 0.12) (the third tenn on the right-hand
side may ofLen be neglected) and calculate the electric field by treating the field
lines as equi potentials. The description of the physical process, however, by which
the initial corotation of the ionosphere is communicated to the magnetosphere is
considerably more complex. The MHD approximation (J 0.12), the plasma momentum equation (I 0. I 3), and Faraday's law ( I0.9) combine to show that the initial
transverse fl ow will launch an All'vcn wave propagating along the fiel d line to set
Lhe entire flux tube into motion.
(4) A stress balance mainta ining centripeta l acceleration in th e m agnetosphere If conditions ( I )-(3) are satisfied, the plasma will be corotating at least as
far as the components of v perpendicular to B are concerned, but the flow parallel
to B remai ns unconstrained. For the entire flow to be cororational, one fu rther condition must be satisfied: there must exist a radial stress to balance the centripetal
acceleration o r the corotating plasma. In most case!:>, Lhis stress is produced by the
corotation itself, as the magnetic field lines arc pulled out until their tension force
becomes sufficiently strong to balance the centripetal acceleration.
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Fig. I0.5. Schematic diagram of magnetospheric convection over the Eartb's north
polar region (after Vasyliunas. J975a). (Left) Streamlines of the plasma bulk
flow; the Sun is on the left. (Right) Electric field lines and associated Pedersen
currents. and the magnetic-field-aligned current (also known as the Birkeland
current; see the large arrows). Section 10.4.3 gives a detailed description and
Section 11.6 and Fig. J 1.9 give corresponding MHD model results for the electric
potential. For a schemaric representation of rnagnetospheric convection throughout
the magnetosphere. see Fig. 13.4.

10.4.3 Maglletospheric co11vectioll
Magnetospheric convection may be considered as the other canonical pattern,
besides corotation, of plasma ftow in a planetary magnetosphere. one that plays an
overwhelmingly important role in the magnetosphere of Earth (see Chapter I J for
a detailed di scussion). T he basic concept is that the flow of solar wind plasma past
the magnetosphere imparts some of its motion to plasma in the outermost regions
of the magnetosphere, either directly by MHD coupl ing along open field lines
(Dungey, 1961) or through an unspecified tangential drag near the magnetopause
(Axford and Hines, 1961).
By continuity of mass and magnetic flu x transport. the flow then extends into the
region of closed field lines or the interior of the magnetosphere. setting up a Jargescale circu lation pattern (which has some superficial resemblance to, but no real
physical commonality with, what is called convection in ordinary fluid dynamics).
Figure 10.5 illustrates the pattern, projected onto the topside ionosphere of the
pl anet: shown on the left-hand side are the streamlines of the plasma bulk fl ow
v0 , which are also the equipotentials of the electric field according to Eq. (l 0. 15).
T he electric fie ld lines and the associated Pedersen currents are shown on the
right-hand side, along with a sketch of the implied Birkeland (i.e. rnagnetic-fieldaligned) currents. The shaded region is the polar cap, identified with the region of
open fiel d lines in the open magnetosphere; it represent5 the mapping (along field
lines) of the boundary region where the solar wind motion is being imparted to
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magnetospheric plasma. The equatorial-plane counterpart of the flow outside the
polar cap was shown in the bottom panel of Fig. I 0.3 .
A quantitative global measure of the strength of magnetospheric convection
is the emf (which equals the maximum line integral of the electric fie ld) across
the polar cap, ¢pc . Its physical meaning is the rate of magnetic ftux cranspo1t
(advection) through the polar cap. Io an open magnetos phere, cct:>PC equals the
rate of reconnection of magnetic flux between the interplanetary and the planetary
magnetic fields. Numerous empirical studies at Earth (e.g . Boyle et al., 1997; Burke
et al.. 1999; and references therein) have s hown that for a southward interplanetary
magnetic field (i.e. Bsw · fl > 0), ¢ pc can be related to solar wind parameters
approximately as fol lows:

(I0.16)
where Lx is a length that typically is a fract ion ( ,. .,_, 0.2 to,....., 0.5) of the magnetopause
radius RMP· When compadng different magnetospheres, one often supposes that
the ratio .Cx/ RMP is a more or less universal constant. Physically. Lx may be
looked at as the length of the reconnection X-line on the magnetopause at which
the magnetic field lines from the solar wind and from the planet fi rst become
interconnected, projected along the streamlines of the rnagnetosheath fl ow back
into the undisturbed solar wind, as illustrated in F ig. I0.3 (see Section 13. l.4 for
applications to other planets).
Although magnetospheric convection is often talked about as if it were simply a
mapping-plus-continuation of the solar wind or boundary layer fl ow, il does involve
mechanical stresses in an essential way. The Birkeland currents s hown in Fig. J 0.5
indicate that tJ1e magnetic field is deformed both at the near-planet end and also at
the distant end, with Lorentz forces that must be balanced by mechanical stresses
at both ends. The Lorentz force in the ionosphere is balanced by the coll isional
drag of the neutral atmosphere; the total force integrated over the entire ionosphere
points approximate ly anti-sunward (to the right in Fig. 10.5). in agreement with
the preponderance of anti-sunward plasma flow and hence sunward drag force.
The Lorentz force in the dis tant region is sunward and acts to slow down the antisunward flow of the solar wind plasma. In the presence of the strongly converging
field lines of the dipole. all these forces interact, also in a complicated way, with
the interior of the planet, as recently elucidated by Siscoe (2006) and Vasyliunas
(2007).
An alternative and in some ways phys ically more accurate view is to consider
magnetospheric convection as the result not directly of an imposed flow but of
an imposed stress on the magnetic fi eld, in this case an anti-sunward pu ll on the
fie ld lines by the solar wind Aow. Once this point of view is adopted, mechanisms
for producing fl ows of the magnetospheric convection pattern other than by the
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solar wind are immediately apparent A mechanical stress in the magnetosphere
will deform the magnetic field to reach local equilibrium; lhe deformation of the
field extends necessarily into the ionosphere. where it must be balanced in turn
by a mechanical stress; however, the only one available is collisional drag and
hence plasma flow relative to the neutrals. Thus any quasi-localized unidirectional
mechanical force in the magnetosphere can produce a flow pattern similar to that
of Fig. I 0.5, the anti -s un ward direction being replaced by the direction of the fo rce
and the polar cap being replaced by the region mapped along fi eld lines from the
location of the force in the magnetosphere.
T he most significant mechanisms for such inrernally driven convection flows
in planetary magnetospheres are one-sided (azimuthally non-symmetric) enhancements of plasma pressure or, in the case of corotating plasmas subject to centripetal
acceleration. of mass density; these pl ay an important role in transport processes,
as discussed below in Section I0.5. lf these enhancements are fi xed relative to the
rotation. e.g. if they are associated with asymmetries or anomalies of the planetary
magnetic field (Dessler and Hill. 1975), the convection pattern remains fixed in the
corotating frame of reference and is known as corotating convection; see Hill et al.
( 198 1) and references therein.

10.4.4 Limits to corotation
The conditions ( I}-(4) for corotation discussed in Section I 0.4.2 are all in essence
local conditions at a given magnetic fl ux tube. Deviations fro m corotational fl ow
when o ne or otJ1er of these cond itions is no longer satisfied need nol. therefore,
be global but can be confined to limited regions. Typically, plasma flow in any
pa1ticular magnetosphere may follow corotation in the inner regions, out to a
critical radial distance in the equatorial plane, and then deviate signi ficantly from
corotation at larger distances. The critical distance depends on which of conditions
(I )-(4) given in Section I0.4.2 is violated and by which process.
Violation of ( 1): Deviations of Vn from the corotation velocily Q x r may occur
for two reasons: (a) the presence of a neutral wind velocity field, which in most
cases is not d irectly associated with Lhe magnetosphere and is not connected with
any pruticular distance (but which can have effects in the magnetosphere since the
plasma tends to fo llow the combined flow field of corotation plus winds); (b) when
the plasma fl ow is a lready strongly non-corotational because of stresses applied
from the magnetosphere. the col lisional drag on the neutrals may become 11011negligible in comparison with lhe stresses from the planet, modifying the flow of
the neutrals to reduce the difference from the plasma.
Violation of (2): The mechanical stresses associated with magnetospheric convection (Section 10.4.3) may act to produce 11on-corotational flows. T he importance
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~
- -----~-Fig. 10.6. Streamlines of plasma flow in a magnetosphere: (upper panels) looking
down on the topside ionosphere. and (lower panels) projected along magnetic field
lines to the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere. O n the left magnetospheric
convection i~ dominant and on the right corotation is dominant (after Vasyliuna1>.
1975); compare with the ob~ervation-based model for Jupiter's magnetospheric
configuratio n in Fig. 13.6).

of solar-wind-driven magnetospheric convection in comparison with corotation
may be gauged by comparing Lhe polar cap potential given by Eq. ( l.O. l6) with
the corresponding corotat ional potential between the colatitude Ope of the polar cap
boundary and the pole:
( 10.1 7)

c<l>CR :::: QRpOp/ Bp.

By conservation of magnetic flu x.
<l>M

=Jr Rp0pc

2 (2 8 p) ~ £x£T (B~w ·fl)

(10.1 8)

(allhough perhaps confusing, the use of <l> both for potential and for magnet ic flux
is traditional ; for Cx and CT see Section I 0.3.3). From Eqs. ( I 0. 16)- ( 10.1 8) we
obtain

<l>cR

Q[,T

<l>PC

2rr V~w

(10. 19)

-- ~--

The plasma flow patterns for the two extreme ca. es of small and large values
for the ratios in Eq. (10. 19) are shown in Pig. 10.6. When <l>CR/ <l>rc:
1 (righthand panels), the magnetosphere is said to be corotation-dominated; the corotaLion
extends almost to the magnetopause. When <l>CR/ <l>pc
I (left- hand panels), the

»
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magnetosphere is convection-dominated; corotation is confined to the inner region,
which extends to a distance R cr given approximately by
(

::~ ) '' ~ -~-~-T

( 10.20)

where the exponent 11 varies between I .5 and 2 depending on the details of the
model for the convection flow. The two extreme cases, convection-domina1ed and
corotation-dominated, were first distinguished and applied to the magnetospheres
of Earth and Jupiter by Brice and Ioannidis (l 970) (see also Vasyliunas, I 975a).
Nevertheless, even when ¢CR / ¢!'("
I the corotation of plasma doc:. not nece~~arily extend to the magnetopause but may be self-limited by another mechanical
stress that arises when the magneto~phere has !>ources of plasma deep within its
interior (see Section I 0.5. I below). The plasma supplied from such a source must be
transported outward and. as long as corotation is maintained, the angu lar momentum per unit mass or the plasma increases as Qr 2 • This requires an appropriate
torque to be applied to the plasma by the azimuthal component of the Lorentz
force. which is then balanced in the usual way by an azimuthal collisional drag in
the ionosphere, constituting a departure from corotation. Physically. an outwardmoving plasma element initially lags behind corotation (by the conservarion of
angular momentum), pulling the magnetic field line with it; the resulting deformation of the magnetic field in rhe ionosphere reduces the corotarion of the plasma
unti l the drag force needed to balance the torque in the magnetosphere is reached.
This process of partial cormation was first described and quantitatively modeled
by Hill ( 1979). who found that the departure from corotalion is very slight at , mall
equatorial radial distances and increases gradually with increasing required torque;
the flow becomes strongly sub-corotational beyond a distance R11 (often called the
Hill radius), given for a dipole fie ld by the l>imple expre~sion

»

RH 4

=

(Jr~p)
c-

µ1

s

( 10.21)

where Sis the net outward mass flux from the internal source (recall thatµ is the
magnetic dipole moment of the planet).
Violation of (3): By the very nature of the MHD approximation. departures
from it occur for the most part only for small-scale structures. Hence one does
not t!Xpect a direct influence on the mapping of Jarge-M:alc flows from non-MHD
effects (which can, however, have a very significant influence on related phenomena
such as the aurora or pa11icle acceleralion).
Violation of (4): The radial stress balance needed Lu maintain the centripetal
acceleration of corolating flow can exist on ly as long as the Lorentz force. or
eq uivalently the tension of the stretched-out field lines. i~ sufficiently strong to
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match or exceed p 0. 2r in the equatorial region of the magnetosphere. T his is no
longer po~sible beyond a <.:ri cical distance R0 , often estimated by the rough argument
of setting the Alfven speed equal to the corotation speed. A more precise estimate
can easily be made if the plasma source is located ac a radial distance r~, beyond
which the p lasma is a~sumed to be confined to a planar sheet of thickness /1,
r,
with magnetic flux tube content (the mass per unit magnetic flux)

«

T/

=

I

dip ~ Phs
B

being assumed approximately constant for r >
1983, and references therein)

B~

(I 0.22)

r,; then Ro is given by (Yasyliunas,

(10.23)
where Psis the plasma mass density at the source location. U nder the ~a me assumptions about the geometry of the pl asma distribution. the total mass M from the
internal sou rce can be estimated as
( 10.24)
hence Ro can also be w ritten as

2µ,2
-* ,...., _
__

Ro -Mt-_0. 2 .

(10.25)

Obviously the above estimate of Ro and indeed the entire concept of the breakdown of radial stress balance is applicable on ly if the plasma is still corotating at
distances al> far our as R0 , w hich requires that Ro « R11 ; when comparing lhe two
distances, one may relate M and S by M = Sr1r, where r 1r is the global transport
time to be discussed below in Section I0.5.2. If this is the case, the plasma flow
beyond Ro is expected to change from corotation to a more nearly outward mot ion
and ulti mately to a general quasi-radial outflow, which then also stretches out che
magnetic field lines un ti I they break, via the reconnection process. Such a rotationally driven radial ourftow of a corotating plasma from an internal source (possibly
channeled into the magnetotail by the external pressure on the magnetopause) was
proposed for the magnetosphere of Jupiter by Hil l et al. ( 1974) and Michel and
Sturrock ( 1974), w ho named it the planetary wind ; the term magnetospheric wind
is also used, sometimes in the more general sense of a radial outflow without reference to a specific physical origin. A widely cited but rather speculative diagram of
the associated changes in the magnetic field topology (Yasylilinas, 1983) is show n
in Fig. l0.7.
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MERIDIAN SURFACE

...
Fig. 10.7. Schematic of planetary wind flow and magnetic topology (after
Yasyliiinas, 1983).

10.5 Plasma sources and transport processes
Planetary magnetospheres exhibit an enormous variety; almost every observed
magnetosphere differs significantly and qualitatively from all the others (see
Section 13. 1.3). A primary reason fo r such diversiry, in the face of the few structures
of more or less uni versal characler predicted by the inreracrion of the solar wind
with the planetary magnecic field (Section 10.3), lies in the existence of several differe nt types of source for the plasma within the magnetosphere, as well as several
different types of transport process that determine the motion and distribution of
the plasma.

10.5.J Sources of magnetospheric plasma
Three types of plasma source can be distinguished on the bas is of their Location:
(l) at the outer boundary of the magnetosphere, i.e. the interface w ith the solar
wind: (2) at the inner boundary of the magnetosphere, i.e. the interface with the
ionosphere and atmosphere o f the planet; (3) within the interior volume of the
magnetosphere, at interfaces with objects within the magnetosphere, e .g. the moons
and the rings of the planet F igure 10.8 shows schematically the various locations
and the associated plasma source regions.
(1) Outer-boundary source: solar wind. In a magnetically open magnetosphere (Section 10.3 .3), plasma from the solar wind can Row along open magne1ic
field lines directly into the magnetotail , forming a plasma mantle. Although much
of this plasma remains on open field lines and continues to flow down the magnetotai l, some plasma may, as a result of magnetic reconnection in the magnetotail,
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Fig. I 0.8. Schematic of magnctosphcric plasma source locations (not to scale,
schematic, only northern hemisphere shown). See Fig. 13.3 for a diagram for
Earth's magnetosphere in particular.

be transported into the clol\cd-field-line region of the magnetosphere. In addition.
even when the magnetopause ideally should be impenetrable to plasma. as in a
closed magnetosphere (Sect ion 10.3.1) or in those parts of the open magnetosphere
boundcu·y where the norma l component of the magnetic field Bn = 0, some solarwind plasma crosses as the result of non-ideal MHD processes; this is evidenced
by the existence of the low-/atilude boundary layer, where plasma with properties typical of the magnetoshcath is found on closed field lines just inward of the
magnetopause. The polar cusp (see e.g. Fig. 1.3) is another prominent region nf
plasma entry. but whether il represents flow along open or transport across closed
field lines (or a combination of both ) is sti ll disputed.
(2) Inner bounda r y source: ionosphere. Plasma from the ionosphere can
Aow directly along the magnetic field lines upward into 1he magnetosphere, provided onl y that there is sufficient energy to overcome the gravitational binding lo the
planet. The process may be simply a plasma analog of Jeans escape, involving those
particles with thermal speeds in excess of the gravitational escape speed (but with
the added comp lication that, since electrons are much lighter than ions, plasma
escape also involves electrostatic effects). There may be a systematic upward
bulk flow. the polar wind, formed by proces::.es similar to those that lead to the
outflow of the solar wind from the Sun. Finally. magnetospheric processes. especially those connected with the aurora, may lead to acceleration of both electrons and ions in the ionosphere to speeds well above the gravitational escape
speed.
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(3) Interior source: moons and pla net a r y rings. Solid bodies traveling on
orbital paths thaL lie wholly or partly withi n the volume of the magnetosphere may
act as sources of plasma, in most cases by an indirect proces-;: the re lease of neutral
gas, which is subsequently ionized. Such a source is signiticant particu larly in the
case of the giant planets. Jupiter and Saturn both pOl>l>ess a number of moons,
some of size comparable with or larger than the Earth·~ moon, located deep within
the magnetosphere: Saturn has in addition the well-known rings, the consti tuents
of which may range from dust to boulder s ize. The neutral gas may be released
from the s urface of the body or from its atmosphere ( in the case of moons large
enou gh to keep one), by evaporation , or by the sputtering produced by impacting
plasma particles from the magnetosphere; it may be ioniled by photoionization o r
by electron- impact ionization. For a more detailed discuss ion of specific objects,
sec Chapter 13.
T he strength of any particular plasma source is generally parameterized by
the race S. i.e. the mass added per unit time; the role of the mass added from
an interior source in limiting corotation was discussed in Section I 0.4.4. For
the solar wind source. S is given roughly by the incident solar wind mass flux
( which is reasonably well known) multiplied by the efficiency of entry into the
magnetosphere (which is poorly known. but probably s mall). For an S from the
ionospheric source the efficiency may be taken as effective ly I. but the upward
m as~ flux is very uncertain in most cases. For an interior source, S dependl> 0 11 the
rate of inject ion of neutral particles and on the rate of ionization. both of which (if
spunering and electron impact ionizat ion are important) de pend on the paramecers
of magnetospheric pla1>111a, of which S itself is a source: thus a complex nonlinear
interaction determines S. As a result of all these uncertainties, al present the values
of S for rhe different sources in various magnetospheres can. for the most part, only
be estimated empirically (see Section I0.6 fo r further discussion).
An imponant marker for identifying the plasma from the different sources is
the composition of the plasma ions, which reflects the ionic composit ion of the
source. The solar wind concributes primarily H' (prolons). with a small ad mixture
of He++ (alpha particles). The contribution of the ionosphere depends on the
atmosphere of the planet. For the giant planets, the atmos pheres consist primarily
of hydrogen. hence the contri bu tion of thci r ionospheres is not easily distinguishable
from that of the solar wind. except for some subtle effects. e.g. the absence of He+•
and the po!>sible presence of molecular hydrogen ions; for Earth, the presence of
o+ is an indicator of the ionospheric contribution. The cont ribution of planetary
moons and rings varies with the object but in almost all cases is dominated by
heavy ions - e.g. sulfur and oxygen ions from the moon lo at Jupiter and watcrgroup ions from most of the other (ice-covered) moons or rings at Jupiter and
Satu rn.
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10.5.2 What moves the plasma?
P lasma in the magnetosphere from the various sources described in Section I 0.5. l
is located initially on magnetic field Jines that thread the respective source regions.
For a so lar wind source, they arc fi eld Jines near the magnetopause: open (plasma
mantle, possibly a part of polar cusp) or closed (low-latitude boundary layer.
possibly the other part of polar cusp). For a interior sou rce, they are the field
lines crossing the orbits of the moons or rings. An ionospheric source does, in
principle. populate all the fiel d lines, but its contribution is. at least initiall y, heavi ly
concentrated toward low altitudes. lf the plasma is to be redistributed over wide
regions of the magnetosphere, as observed in many magnetospheres for plasma
from different ources. transport processes that move the plasma away from the
source regions must be present.
Plasma from an ionospheric source may be redistributed by direct fl ow along the
magnetic field lines (its density, however, becomes great ly reduced as the crosssectional area of a flux tube increases with increasing altitude). T his is the simplest
transport process. and one not impeded by any MHD constraints. To redistribute the
plasma from other types of source, transport processes are required that necessarily
involve fl ow across magnetic field lines, including in particular flow in the radial
direction.
Plasma bulk fl ows that are transverse to the magnetic fi eld are subject to the
generalized Oh m's law, e.g. Eq. (10.12), and hence are predominantly E x B
drifts, with some conlribuUon from gradient and curvature drifts in the azimuthal
direction on ly ; thus they transport magnetic flux aJong with the plasma. The plasma
sources described in Section 10.5. I, however, are sources only of plasma and not
of magnetic flux: they add a net amount of plasma to the magnetosphere, while the
total amount of magnetic flux threading the magnetosphere remains fixed (it is set
by the number of field lines of one polarity emerging from the planet). T he added
pla-;ma must ultimately be removed from the magnetosphere. predominantly by
transpo11 out of it. O f the other loss processes. recombination is negligible in most
cases; precipitation of plasma onto the planet, although potentially of appreciable
local impact (on e .g. the formation of the aurora or the heating and ionization of
the atmosphere), is of very little significance for the global mass budget simply
bccau~e the surface area of the planet is uo;ually very s mall in relation 10 the
magnetosphere.
The quintessential problem of plas ma transport in planetary magnetospheres,
therefore, is how to achieve a now that carries both plasma and magnclic flux
yet removes plasma but not magnetic flux. The almost universally accepted solution is to consider circulating flow patterns that do not appreciably change the
magnetic fi eld (they are often referred to as interchange motions (Gold. 1959),
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al least in a qualitative sense - the precise denotation of that term is sometimes
dispuLed) but in which the outflowing segments have a larger plasma content than
the inflowing segments. The prototype of such circulating interchange motions
i~ magnetospheric convection. in the generalized sense discussed at the end of
Section l0.4.3: the various models of the transport process may be viewed a'i applications of magnetospheric convection, driven by differenl physical proce~ses and
with differenc assumed spatial and temporal scales. There arc 1wo basic dichotomies
of the adopted model : (I) rnagnetosphcric convection is either (a) driven by Lhe solar
wind or (b) driven by the internal dynamics of the magnetosphere: (Il) magnetosphcric convection i ·either ( J) quasi-steady (systematic) or (2) Ouctuating (random
or chaotic). Each of the four resulting possibilities has found application in -;omc
magnetosphere or other.
( I a) Quasi-steady magnetospheric convection driven by the solar wind. This
is expected to be the primary transpor1 process in magnetospheres that have no
significant interior sources and that arc convection-dominated in the sense defined
by Eq. (I 0.19). e.g. 1hc magnetospheres of Mercury and Earth. In magnetospheres
that are corotation-dominaLed. however. magnetospheric convection may still be
present but produces no net radial transport; the latter il> effectively suppressed
since each plasma element is carried by the rotation between inbound and outbou nd
segments of the convection pattern.
(I b) Quasi-steady magnetosph eric convection driven by internal dynamics. A'i pointed out in Section l0.4.3. for the internal dynamics to give ri c to
magnerospheric convection, a necei.~ary condition is an at.imuthally asymmetric
configuration of the stresses in the magnetosphere; for the convection robe quasisteady. the asymmetry should be permanent for a given location. An example of
transport by this process is corotating convection, proposed as a possibility fo r the
magnetosphere of Jupiter (Hill er al. , 1981, and references therein). the permanent
asymmetry being provided by an observed asymmetry (the ··magnetic anomaly")
of Jupiter's internal magnetic field. Very recently. corotating convection has also
been proposed as a transport process for the magnetosphere of Saturn (Goldreich
and Fam1er, 2007; Gurnett et al., 2007): since no azimuthal asymmetry of Saturn's
internal magnetic field has been observed to date, however, it is not clear what
could hold an asymmetric stress configuration in place.
(2a) Fluctuating magnetospheric convection driven by the solar wind. Since
the -;trcngth of olar-wind-driven magnetospheric convection depends on the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field (Eq. 10.16). which is highly variable, a
Oucrnaling scate may be viewed as the normal condition. As far as the plasma
transport process is concerned, the main difference from the quasi-steady state is
that the suppression of radial transport by the effects of relation. discussed under
( Ia) above. can be overcome by fluctuat ions that have time scales appropriately
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related to the rotation period. The principal application of thi s concept has been to
the inner regions of the magnetosphere of Earth, roughly inside the distance given
by Eq. (10.20), where corotation i:. the dominant flow and abo the azimuthal flow s
associated with grad ient and curvature drifts may be large. Fluctuating magnetospheric convection has been invoked. somet im e~ under di fferent designations, to
explain how radial transport (needed to account for e.g. bui ldup of the ring current,
erosion of the plasmasphere, and fonnat ion of the radiation belts; see Chapter I I )
can be maintained despite the large azimuthal motions.
(2b) Fluctuating magnetospheric convection driven by internal dynamics.
Almost uni versally, this is assumed to be the primary transport process in the
corotation-dominated magnetospheres of the giant planers, Jupiter and Saturn. 1f
the plasma comes predominantly from interior sources deep within a corotating
magnetosphere, i1s distribution is unstable to the formation of localized mass
concentrations that move outward, alternating with adjacent mass dispersions that
n1ove inward; this is the rotational (or centrifugal) interclu111ge instability, wh ich
is somewhat ana logous to che Rayleigh-Taylor instability of a heavy flui d on top
of a light one. As the primary mechanism of radial transport. it was fi rst proposed
fo r Jupiter by Ioannidi s and Brice ( 1971) and has been extensively developed,
e.g. by Siscoe and Summers ( 1981), Southwood and Kivelson ( 1989), Pontius and
Hill ( 1989). Vasyliunas (1989b). Hi ll ( 1994), Ferriere et al. (2001), Vasyliunas and
Pontius (2007). and others.
To describe quantitatively the mean transport resulting from random flu ctuat ions,
a diffusion equation for the mass per unit magnetic flu x (i.e. the tlux tube content)
1), defined in Eq. ( I 0.22), is commonly employed. It is most simply derived by a
method (adapted from work by G. l. Taylor in 1921 on fluid turbulence) fi rst applied
in the magnetosphere of Earth by Cole (1964) and independently in an astrophysical
contexc by Jokipii and Parker ( 1968). If each quantity Q is represented as a mean
( Q ) plus a fluctuation oQ, the mean transport or fl ux tube content is then given by
(1J v) = (17){v)

+ (017o v).

( 10.26)

The first term on the right-hand side, giving the plasma transport by the mean flow,
is advection; the second term, giving the transport by the correlated density and
velocity fluctuation~ without any mean flow, is diffw;ion. In the absence of sources
and <>inks. the flux tube content is conserved by the flow:

-01] + v · nv 11 =

ar

. k
sources - sm
s.

( 10.27)

Now, if 011 is calculated in the quasi-linear approximation by integrating Eq. (I 0.27)
this allows the second term in Eq. ( l 0.26) to be rewritten in standard diffusion form:
( I 0.28)
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wirh diffusion coefficient
D

= I~ dt' (8 V(t')8V (t))

( 10.29)

(it has been assumed that the autocorrelation of the velocity field (8V8V) ii. nonncgligible only for separations short in comparison with the evolution time sca le
of the mean configuration). Note that the concept of diffusive transport is not
restricted to flux tube content but can also be derived for any quantity thal is
conserved by the fl ow. i.e. obeys an equation of the same form as Eq. ( 10.27); it
ha.., been extensively applied in studies of trapped particles and radiation bells (e.g.
Schulz and Lanzeroni, 1974. and referenccs therein).
The diffusion coefficient (when not simply taken as an e mpirical parameter to
be determined by filling to observations) can be expressed in various w<1ys: as
the mean square amplitude of the velocity fluctuations multiplied by a correlation
time (Cole. 1964) or as the power spectrum at zero frequency (Jokjpii and Parker,
1968). In the prei.ent context of fluctuat ing magnetospheric convection. it is most
conveniently represented in terms of the characteri stic linear dimension A. of the
circu lati ng flow pattern and of the circulation time re as
( I 0.30)
The net outward mass flu x S is given by

S= r

f

d</> Bc(8178v) :::::: -r

f

d</> BcD

:~

(10.3 1)

where Be is the equatorial magneLic field at radial distance r and the integration is
over all azimuthal angles around the pl anet. With the total mass M given by

M=

f f
rdr

d<P Ber].

( 10.32)

the global trani.port time defined by r 1, = M / S can be esti mated to an order of
magnitude as
( I 0.33)

where r~ is the radial distance of the source region.
The circulation time re can be estimated re latively reliably from considerations o f
magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling (Siscoe and Summers, 1981), but the detailed
spatial geometry of the transport process is still largely unk nown. Not on ly the
values of A. and their variation with distance but even the basic flow panerns nearly circular, or radially elongated? - remain uncertain. with no firm, generally
accepted, conclusions to date from the extensive observational. theoretical. and
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computational studies rhat have been made (e.g. Krupp et al., 2004; Vasyli unas and
Pontius. 2007; Yang et al.. 1994; and references therein).

J0.5.3 Plasma structures
T he great variety of magnetospheric structures that can be formed by the interplay
of plasma source and transport processes are surveyed in Chapter 13 and (for Earth)
in Chapter 11. Here we simply make a few remarks on some generic relationships.
(I) Neutral and plmma tori are the direct result of an interior source from a
moon of the planet. A neutral torus around the orbit of the moon forms if the
neutral particles leave the moon with speed high enough to escape its gravitational
field but not the gravitational fi eld of the planet (as first suggested by McDonough
and Brice. 1973); the corresponding plasma torus then forms by ionintion of
the neutral torus. If the ionization time is appreciably shorter than the time for
the neutrals to spread over the orbit of the moon. the neutral torus will not be
complete but wi ll cover only a segment or the orbit near the moon and will move
with its Keplerian speed; the plasma torus, however. will still be complete (except
in the case of a moon at synchronous orbit) as Jong as it is calTied around by
corotation.
(2) Plasmc1 sheets (or. equivalently, curre11r sheets) can be formed by two d iffe rent processes. With an interior source, plasma is transported outward. stretching
out the magnetic field; the resu lting plasma or current sheet is also called the 111agnetodisk, particul arly if the stretching is by rotational stresses. With a solar wind
source. plasma is transported inward, preventing the fi eld lines stretched by the
solar wind from collapsi ng back to a quasi-di polar form.
(3) Ri11g currents in the traditional terrestrial ense or plasma populations with
energy content high compared with that supplied by local sources (as distinct
from merely a synonym fo r the magnetodisk) and radiation belts are structures
that arise from strong adiabatic compression of the plasma and suprathermal particles, respectively. T hey therefore presuppose inward transport over appreciable
distances and are most readily produced by an exterior boundary source. They
can, however. be produced by an interior source if the plasma or particles are
first transported outward to the bou ndary regions. heated or accelerated. and then
transported (recirculated) back inward. A uniq ue feature or radial di ffusion is that
it transports always in the direction of decreasing content; thus it is capable of such
bidirectional transport if the radial gradients at low and high energies are opposite.
(4) T he plasmasphere is us ually understood as the region fil led with the plasma
coming primarily fro m the ionosphere. Becau'\c or Lhe unfavorable area to volume
ratio of the ionospheric source. high den ities in the magneto~ph ere can be reached
only if the source act<; for a long time; hence the outward transport from the region
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must be negligible ( if this is the case, the reason is usually the local predominance
of corotation).

I 0.6 Scaling relations for magnetospheres
The comparative study of nrngnelospheres is a very broad topic. both qualitatively
(regarding the diversity of phenomena) and quantitat ively (regarding the wide
range of the numerical values of parameters). For a systemntic comparison and
classification, one would like to identify a few key parameters characterizing each
magnetosphere and its environment; from these. one would like to be able to
decide which differences among magnetospheres are essential, in the sense that
they arise fro m different phy~ica l processes, and whic h differences result merely
from the same process acting at different scales. Also, if s uch di. ti nctions are to be
made on the basis that some particular parameter is large or sm all, the parameter
in question must be expressed in a dimensionless form, for the clesig nacion "large"
or "small" is meaningful only when applied to a dimensionless quantity (whenever
something is described as large or smal l. the question must always be asked: large
or small compared to what?).
The parameters may be separated into two classes. The input or given parameter!'> define the system: in principle they may be specified arbitrarily. The derived
parameters describe the properties of the given system: they a re determined by the
relevant physical processes.

l0.6.1 Input para11ieters
The phys ical parameters that may be assumed given for a particular magnetosphere fall naturally into three g roup!'>: those describing the solar wind or, more
generally. the external medium, those describing the planet or central o bject, and
those describing the given - as di ti net from derived - properties of the magnetosphere itself.
(1) The solar wind parameters important for the interaction are the following (their dependence on radia l distance r fro m the Sun is shown, with values at
r = I AU designated by the subscript a);
mass density, Psw::::: Pa( I AU/r) 2 ,
bulk flow speed, v,w ::::: u.. ,
magnetic fie ld transverse to the radius vector from the Sun, Bsw- i :::::
Ba(! AU/r),
radial magnetic field, B,w r ::::: 83 (1 AU/r)2
(the radial magnetic field js genera lly of mjnor significance for studies of magnetospheres, because B~w-r
B~w-• for magnetosphe res located beyond r = I AU
and. more importantly, because the radial fi eld is aligned with the bulk flow and
thus docs not contribute to the - v x B electric field of the MHD approximation).

«
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Not included in the above list is the temperature of the solar wind, which has
been largely "forgotten" at the bow shock of the magnetosphere; the post-shock
temperatu re, equal to some fraction of the solar wind bul k-flow kinetic energy
per particle, is essentially independent of the pre-shock temperature value, and
the latter therefore plays no significant role in the interaction (except possibly
in the distant downstream regions). Note that an important dimensionless parameter. the Alfven Mach number ba~cd on the transverse magnetic fie ld,
4rr P~w U~w 2 ) I/2

_

MA -

(

?

Bsw- 1-

,,,..,
""

( 4rr Pa Va 2 ) I/2
?

Ba-

( 10.34)

is independent of the distance from the Sun and hence has the same value, on
average, at all the planets.
(2) T he planetary pa rameters re levant to the magnetosphere and the interaccjon
with the solar wind include
•
•
•
•
•
•

radius of 1he planet. Rp.
rolalion frequency. n.
surface magnetic field streng1h at lhe equator, Bp.
magne1ic dipole moment.µ = BpR/,
typical V\llue of Pedersen conduclancc in the ionosphere, I:p.
mass of the planet, Mp (important only for gravitational effects).

For describing most aspects of the magnetosphere, the parameters Bp and Rp appear
only in the combination BpR/' =µ,; the values of Bp and Rp taken separately a re
of little or no significance (e.g. VasyliUnas. I989a, 2004). Also, Mp hardly ever
appears explicitly in any magnctospheric calculation.
(3) Magnetospheric para meters are not always easily classified as given or
derived. Most of the simple parameters one can construct to represent the characteristic or g lobal propert ies of a magnetosphere are to a large extent determined
by the interaction with the solar wind and can hardly be considered as specifiable
a priori. If the magnetosphere has an interior source of plasma associated with a
single moon. e.g. lo at Jupiter. the
• radial distance of the interior source, r"

is one obvious given parameter. Aside from that , almost the only other magnetospheric parameter that is generally treated as given is the
• streng1h of the interior source of plasma, S

(Section I 0.5.1 ). The theoretical arguments for this are rather inconclusive: on the
one hand, it may be argued that the :interior soun:e is governed primarily by the
injection of neutral particles and is independent of the magnetosphere lo firs t order,
while on the other hand one may point to plasma effects on the ionization rate
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and even (via sputtering) on the injection rate. The real motivarion for creating S
as given appears to be primarily lhe avai labili ty of rea-;onably robust empirica l
estimates of S for rbe magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn.
ln addition to the magnitudes of the various parameters listed above, one must
also include the directions of the vector quantities: the solar wind velocity Vsw· the
interpl anetary magnetic field B,w, the planetary rotation axis Q , and the magnetic
momentµ.. .

10.6.2 Derived parameters
Despite the almosl boundle~1'.> complcxi1y in detail of magnetospheres. several
!'>imple parameters that prove useful in characcerizing their essential gross properties
can be defined; some have been rnenl io ned in earlier sections. Specifically, we now
consider the following derfred parameters:
• disrance to 1he sub-solar magnetopause, RMr (Section I 0.3. l ).
• effec1ive length of the magnetotail. CT (Section I 0.3.3).
• amoun1 of open magnetic flux. 4> ~' (Section l 0.3.3).
• EMF acro<;S the polar cap, c<l>rc (Section 10.4.3).
• raic of energy dissipation in the magnetosphere. 'P,
• mas<; i npw from the solar wind, S"' (Section 10.5.1),
• limiling distance of corotation, R cr (Section 10.4.4).

The question now is whether scaling re lations can be found that allow the derived
parameters to be expressed in terms of the input parameters.

10.6.3 Constraints from dimensional analysis
Two guid ing principles constrain the search for scal ing relations. The first is the
princ iple of dimensional simi litude: if a derived ( i.e. dependent, calculated) parameter is to be expressed as a combination of input (independent, given) parameters,
lhat combination must have the same physical dimensions as the dependent parameter. The second is the principle of physical relevance: paramete r~ associated with
a particular physical process should appear only if that process plays a significant
role.
The first principle imposes a specific functional form for each derived parameter:
it rnui>l be proportional to a dimen!>ionally correct combination of the given parameters, multiplied by a function of any or all dimens i onle~~ quantities formed from
the given parameters, including the relative angles between the vectors (the form
of the function is nol constrained by dimensional analysis). The second principle,
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less specific than the first, is of help in deciding which of the many dimensionless
quantities that can be formed are lo be included.
The basic length scale defi netl by a combination of solar wind and planetary
parameters is the Chapman- Ferraro distance RcF (see Eq. ( I 0. 1) and the fo!Jowing
discussion). The dependences of the derived parameters of Section I0.6.2 can then
be expressed as follow s:
RMP ,..., RcF\f.IMP·

(10.35)

Dr,...., RcFWT.

( 10.36)

<l> M

""

Bsw Rcr2 WM,

( 10.37)

2

Sw, "'Psw l'sw RCF \f.ls ,

( 10.38)

c<l>pc,..., Vsw BswRcrWf>C,

( L0.39)

'P ,..., P swVsw 3 Rcp2 Wp ,

(10.40)
( l0.41)

Rcr "' RcFWcr,

where the \f.ls are (dimensionless) functions of the appropriate dimensionless quantities. Not all the Ws are independent: Eqs. ( I0.1 6) and ( 10.1 8) imply that
Vsw

c<t>pc; "' LT¢ M,

which is equivalent to

( 10.42)

Wrc \lJT ,..., WM .

Equations ( I 0.35)-( L0.41) represent the derived parameters as dimensioned scale
factors multiplied by dimensionless proportionality constants; the form of the
equations has been chosen so that the dimensioned cale factors depend only on
the given solar wind parameters and on the Chapman- Ferraro distance Rcr, which
has been taken as the scale fa ctor for the parameters with the dimension of length.
For all the other derived paramerers, the scale factors are simply the corresponding
solar wind values: for ccl>pe, the solar wind electric potential over a distance RcF;
for <t>M. S5 w, and P. the interplanetary magnetic flux , the solar wind mru.s flux. and
the solar wind bulk-flow kinetic energy flux , respectively, through an area RcF 2.
Everything to do with the magnetos phere is thus contained in the dimensionless
proportionality constants, the \f.l s, which are functions of the relevant dimensionless
quantities.
With the exception of the angles and the Alfvcn Mach number MA . mos t of the
dimensionless q uantities have no universally used symbols; we will de!,ignale them
simply as Q1, Q2 , •• • and choose between a quantity and its inverse in such a way
as to make the dimensionless quantity small when the associated physical process
is not important.
Of the angles between the vectors, the mos t important is the angle between
B sw and Jl; empirically, () is found lo be the dominant factor for determining the

e
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values of wM, \llpc. and ljlp in the magnetosphere of Earth. Aside from the angles.
the only dimensionless quanricy that can be forn1ed from the solar wind parameters
alone is the Alfven Mach number, Eq. ( I 0.34); for magnetospheric purposes, the
inverse quantity
( l 0.43)

is more informative: MA - I represents the influence of the i_nte1planetary magnetic field and is thus. despite its typically small numerical value, '"" 0(10- 1)
(see Table 9. 1), always important if the magnetosphere is open.
Of the planetary parameters, the only one that appears explicitly in Eqs. (I 0.35)( I0.4 J) is the magnetic moment µ . through its role in determining the ChapmanFerraro distance RcF· Any other planetary parameters that have magnetospheric
effects must therefore appear as factors in the dimensionless arguments of the lj/ s.
No dimensionless quantity that is re levant to the magnetosphere. however, can be
fonned from the planetary parameters alone: they must be taken together with
solar wind parameters. The electrodynamic influence of the ionosphere can be
represented by the dimensionless quantity

4rrErVsw _ Q
c2

=

'2

(J0.44)

and that of the planetary rotation by

stRcr

- - = Q:i .

( 10.45)

Vw;

Finally. a dimensionless quantity that involves. of the planetary parameters. only
the dipole moment is
( 10.46)

where e and /11 are the charge and mass of the proton. Jn essence. this is the ratio
of the kinetic energy per unit charge of the solar wind bulk flow and the solar
wind electric potential across the size of the magnetosphere, but it can also be
related (Vasyliunas et al., l 982) to the comparative importance of the gradient
and curvature as against E x B drifts, as well as to other manifestations of finite
gyroradius effects, in particular an effecrive viscosity. The essentially new aspect
of the quantity Q4 is the explicit appearance of the particle mass and charge,
implying that Q4 is important only if non-MHD processes play a significant role
(the MHD equations do not contain any reference to individual particle properties).
Its numerical value is generally quite small( ~ 0(10- 1 ) for Earth and much smaller
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for Jupiter and Saturn); its possible importance for Mercury was suggested by
Ogilvie et al. (1977).
From the magnctospheric given parameters, three dimensionless quantities can
be formed. The first, somewhat trivial, is the ratio of r 8 and Rcr (or some other
length scale),
(J0.47)
The second is the ratio

s
---'.)
= Q6

( 10.48)

PswVswRcr-

of the interior source strength and the solar wind mass flu x through an area roughly
comparable with the cross section of the magnetosphere; it has proved useful in
describing the relative importance of interior sources (e.g. Vasylilinas, L989a). The
third (little known, recently introduced in Vasyl iiinas, 2008) is

SQ~ss =

Q1

µ

(10.49)

(in this form it may look rather incomprehensible, but writi ng it as
(10.50)
should make its derivation apparent); it contains magnetospheric and planetary bur
no solar wind parameters and. as discussed in Section I 0.6.4 below, is closely
related to the limits on corotation.

I 0.6.4 biterrelationslzips ofparameters
We have now six independent dimensionless quantities, Q 1-Q 6 , defined by
Eqs. (10.43)-(10.48); Q7 , defined by Eq. ( 10.49), can be shown to satisfy
Q7 ,....., Q6 Q 3 (Q 5) 5 . Obviously, if the proportionality constants were to depend on
all six quantities at comparable levels of importance, dimensional analysis would
not impose any significant constraints on the derived parameters. Some dimensionless quantities may be neglected, however, if the associated physical processes play
only a minor role.
ln the simplest case (at the level of approximaLion discussed in Section l 0.3) of an
MHD interaction bet ween the solar wind and the planetary magnetic dipole, the o nly
dimensionless quantity (aside from angles) that is relevant is Q 1 =MA - 1• The set
of all magnetospheres can be approximated in this limit as a two-parameter family:
the proportionality constants in the scaling relations (10.35)- (10.41) depend only
on MA - I and on Bsw · fl (for simplicity, any dipole tilt away from perpendicu lar
to the solar wind ftow is ignored here). Plausible rough dependences are suggested
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by the empirical results for Earth's magnetosphere (see e.g. Chapter 11): for the
derived parameters that can be discussed at this level of approximation, they are
IJIMP "-'

\JIT

~

I - 0( 10- 1)F.

(10.51 )

O(MA),

(10.52)

\JIM"' O(MA)F,

(J 0.53)

\Jls ""' O(MA - 3 )

(10.54)

where F (here and in the following equations) represents F(Bsw · fi,). the functio n
for the angle dependence, which is frequently approximated as follows:

F(x)= {x.
0,

x > 0,

x <

(10.55)

o.

The remaining derived parameters, c<l>pc, P, and Rcr. are meaningful only
if plasma flow and ionospheric effects are included (at the level discussed in
Section 10.4), which brings in Q 2 and Q 3 as additional dimensionless arguments
on which the proportionality constants depend; the set of magnetospheres is now a
four-parameter family. The derived parameter primarily affected by this extension
is the emf across the polar cap. c<l>pc. which is observed to approach a limiting
value as VswBsw increases (Siscoe et al., 2002c, and references therein), a saturation
effect predicted as a result of ionospheric currents by Hill el al. ( 1976); the model
developed by Siscoe et al. (2002c) is equivalent to setting
IJI

"-'

PC

0(1)

F

.

I+ l/(Q1Q2F)'

(10.56)

note that

( I 0.57)
For the energy dissipation rate P, the two most widely used empirically based
models are the Bu1ton-McPhen-on- Russell equation (Bwton et al., 1975) and the
so-called E parameter (Perrault and Akasofu, 1978), both first put into a dimensionally correct form by VasyliUnas et al. (1982). The equivalent values of \lip are
g iven by Eq~. (10.58) and ( 10.59), respectively:

\IJp ~ 0 (MA - I) F

""0 (MA- 2 ) F',

( l0.58)
( J0.59)

F being taken from Eq. (J 0.55) for the first form and a somewhat modified,
smoothed, function F' for the second. Both values of IJ!p depend (in slightly different ways) on MA -I and on angles only, with no explicit reference to ionospheric
parameters.
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As the final step of increasing complexity, one may add the interior plasma
sources (at the level of approximation discussed in Section 10.5), bringing in Q 5 and
Q(, as additional dimensionless quantities. With the large number of dimensionless
quantities now included, dimensional analysis as a predictive tool may be of limited
power; however, it is also useful as a classifying tool. for encompassi ng the great
vatiety of observed magnetospheres and magnetosphere-like systems that result
from the diversity of plasma sources and transport processes.
One significant result of a strong interior source is to increase the s ize of the
magnetosphere, scaled by the Ri\ifP, to well above the value RcF set by the pressure
balance between the solar wind and the magnetospheric magnetic fi eld. as the
pressure of plasma inside the magnetosphere becomes larger; this effect is discussed
in Section I0.3. 1 and illustrated there in Figure 10.2. T he increase in the ratio
RMPI RcF as the result of internal plasma pressure can be considerably larger
(RMP/ RcF "'2-3 is observed at Jupiter and Saturn) than d1e decrease associated
with an open magnetosphere ( ~ 0(10- 1) is observed at Earth). To represent the
effect quantitatively in dimensionless form, one may therefore neglect the influence
of M;_ 1 and replace Eq. ( 10.5 1) by

( 10.60)
where the function S(x) increases monotonically with increasing x from 8(0) ,..., I.
(In this contex t, S need not be limited to the interior source from moons and
planetary rings but may be taken as including any sources from the ionosphere.)
One may envisage a situation in which S becomes so large that the plasma
pressure inside the magnetosphere is much larger than the magnetic pressure almost
everywhere, to the point that the planetary magnetic field no longer plays any
significant role in balancing the external pressure from the solar wind ; according
to the definitions of Section 10.2 we then have a magnetosphere-l ike system rather
than a true magnetos phere. We may still designate the distance to the inte1face with
the solar wind as RMP, but its value as given by Eq. ( I 0.60) obviously must be
independent of Rcr: (which in this limit plays no role). This requires that
S(x) ~

V(X~

as

x ~ oo

( 10.61 )

where { is a constant, equal to the limiting value of S/(p,wVsw RMP 2 ). lt is easily
shown that, for a pressure balance between the solar wind and plasma fl owing
outward with speed v from a localized source,~ "'Vsw/ v.
It is convenient to rewrite Eq. ( L0.60) by nomrnlizing S to the solar wind mass
flux through the observed distance R MP 2 instead of the theoretical distance RcF2
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S'/(n:p swVswRMP- )
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•Jupiter
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• Earth
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Fig. 10.9. Normalized interior mass source vs. RcF/ RMP· The parameter values are
mostly taken from Chapter 13. The values for a comet and for the heliosphere are
only very rough estimates. The distance RcF for the Sun (admittedly a somewhat
arcificial concept) was calculated by balancing a dipole field of I G at tbe solar
surface against an interstellar pressure that stops the solar wind at --... JOO AU.

and by inverting to give Sas a function of l/ RMp:

S
PswVswRMP

2

"'y

(RMP)

( 10.62)

RcF

where the funccion Y(x ) has the fo lJowing limiting values:

l(x) -+

~

as

x ---+ 0,

Y(x) ---+ 0

as

x -+ I .

(10.63)

A plot of the two variables of Eq. ( 10.62) for various observed or infened
magnetospheres and magnetosphere-like systems is shown in Fig. 10.9. The true
magnetospheres a re clustered near RcF :::: RMP and spread upward and to the left
(RcF < RMP as the interior source strength increases). On the far left (RcF « RMP)
are magnetosphere-like systems of the type exemplified by a cometary interaction
with the solar wind. (Magnetosphere-like systems of the otJ1er type, exemplified by
Venus a nd Mars, in which the solar wind interacts directly w ith the ionosphere o r
atmosphere, may be included in thjs diagram at the far right, where RcF
RMp.)
The heliosphere may be viewed as a magnetos phere-like system in w hjch a
central object (the Sun) interacts with an external medium (the interstellar gas and
plasma); the solar wind now plays the role of the internal plasma of the system.
The interaction is in some ways similar to that: of a comet with the sola r wind:

»
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the pressure to hold off the external medium is provided primarily by the outflow
of pl asma from the central object. The Sun di ffers from a comet in possessing a
magnetic field, but the stresses of the interplanetary magnetic fie ld are negligible
in comparison with the dynamic pressure of the solar wind. From Fig. 10.9, the
heliosphere is in fact intermediate between Jupiter and a comet: the interaction with
the interstellar medium may be viewed eirher as Jupiter-like but with the interior
source greatly enhanced (to the point of dominating dynamically over the magnetic
fie ld) or as comet-like but with the addition of a magnetic field from the central
object (a field not strong enough, however, to have a significant dynamical effect).
The final topic in which the interior plasma source plays a major ro le is that of
providing a limit to corotation. This was extensively discussed in Section 10.4.4,
and the result obtained was that the limiting distance of corotation Rcr is the
smallest of the distances Re (Eq. I 0.20), /?H (Eq. L0.21 ), and Ro (Eq. I0.24); here
we simply recast these distances in the appropriate dimensionless form . rn terms
of the dimens ionless quantities Q 1, Q2, ... we have,
( 10.64)

( 10.65)
( I 0.66)

w here v is the exponent introduced in Eq. ( 10.20) and •tr is the global transport time
(Section I 0.5.2). The distances RH and Ro can also be expressed in dimensionless
form in another way, with Lhe use of only the planetary and magnetospheric given
parameters:
( I 0.67)

( L0.68)
This was to be expected, since the physical processes associated with these distances
are purely internal to the magnetosphere and do not involve the solar wind.

